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Abstract
In the design process, minimizing differences between the numerical model and the
manufactured product is the subject of several researches. It guarantees a better optimization
of the mechanical product. Tolerance is one of the most used tools in the design model to
illustrate functional requirements of mechanical systems. However, tolerances are
represented in the dressing form in the digital model (drawing form) and are not considered in
the geometric model. Thus, the subject of this paper is to propose a model of integration
tolerances in the CAD model. Indeed, assemblies modelling on configurations with defects
are deduced from the tolerances. Thus, detection of the impact of tolerances on assembling
and operating constraints, at an early step of product life cycle management, has become
possible.

1 Introduction
The use of a numerical model has the objective of
achieving a successful design and manufacturing cycles.
Also, it should optimize the product performance. Indeed,
dimensional and geometric limits of an acceptable
product are defined on numerical model. These limits are
represented by tolerance values. This means that
tolerancing is a communication tool between the phases
of design, manufacturing and control.
Nevertheless, the CAD model represents the nominal
geometric and tolerances are only in the indication form.
Then, the detection of defects, caused by differences
between the nominal model and the manufactured one, is
most often made after the realization of the product.
Indeed, there can be failures of the mechanisms during
the assembly phase or during product operation; although
components have been accepted during the control
phase. The correction of these errors implies additional
costs of realization.
Thus, a more realistic modelling in the digital mock-up
is necessary to enable prediction of the tolerances impact
on assemblability and constraints of the assembly.
Moreover, these representations reduce the production
cost. In fact, they implement in a more meaningful
tolerance in an early phase of product life cycle and
reduce the risk of failure during and after realization. In
this paper, we propose an integration of tolerances in
mechanical product process.
Tolerances modelling and their impact on the
mechanical systems have been the subject of certain
scientific researches. A first modelling allows a
simplification of toleranced complex mechanisms based
on the TTRS (Topologically and technologically related
surfaces) approach [1-3]. The effects of tolerance on the
functional requirements of the assembly are graphically
represented by using polyhedral computation tools [4] [5].
This representation is obtained by deviations of the points
on the toleranced face. Nevertheless, this 3D

representation is a difficult tool to be used on an industrial
scale. This model doesn’t predict the additional tolerance
constraints. The second approach aims take into account
the coupling of two parameters, the thermo-mechanical
effects and the geometric defaults of assembly, by using a
3-dimension chain tool [6]. It is based on the substitute
surfaces approach. The described method presents a
solution, in torsorial form, for the problems of coupling
between the thermal requests and the geometrical
defects. This tool was improved by proposing a vectorial
method of tolerances analysis, which is based on
common surfaces in contact between the assembled parts
[7].This solution is presented in mathematical form
(equations) and not modelled in geometric solution.
Another modelling proposes a conceptual study of a
functional requirement calculation given at several stages
of the product life cycle management [8]. Tsai shows that
the rigidity of a compliant mechanism may be affected by
the tolerances [9]. Indeed, during a repetitively movement
stacking tolerances can affect the stiffness of a
mechanism.

2 Model of integration tolerances in
mechanical product process
The proposed approach simulates the real mechanical
system to obtain randomly after realization. These models
are consistent viewpoint tolerancing. In addition, the
proposed model allows users to search all possible
assembly configurations. These configurations with
defects allow deducing the impact of tolerances on
assemblability and assembly constraints.
The proposed methodology treats dimensional and
geometric tolerances. Then, for each one of these an
algorithm is developed. The manipulation of geometric
tolerances depends on the type of tolerance feature, or
more precisely, on the shape of the tolerance zone.
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2.1
Model of integration dimensional tolerances
in CAD model
During the design of a part under a software CAD, the
designer starts with the definition of its dimensions by
driving dimensions (Dimensions class). After obtaining the
geometrical model, it generally allots the tolerances on
driven dimensions (Annotations class). Thus, two cases
of situation are obtained: In the first case, the dimensional
annotation (A1 in fig. 1) corresponds to a driving
dimension (D5); therefore the direct modification of the
value is possible. In the other case, the dimensional
annotation (A2) is the result of driving dimensions values
(D1 and D3).

Fig.3 (a) Dimensions names (b) features names

Fig. 1 Driving and driven dimensions

Therefore, the modification of annotation dimension
value requires to search for all these controlling
dimensions and to change their values. The identification
of these influenced dimensions is carried out by a method
based on graphs. Then, the automatic algorithm of
detection of the relations between the dimensions by
using graphs is illustrated in fig. 2.
Assembly
Dimensional tolerance
(driven dimension)
Influential dimensions
(driving dimension)

Component
Componen
algorithm
for solving graph
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between dimensions
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ation of driving
ving
dimensions tolerances

deterministic
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compon
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Realistic
c as
assembly

Fig. 2 Algorithm of detection of the relations between the
dimensions by using graphs

To define the graph the following steps are required.
To illustrate these steps, part of the fig. 3 (a) is chosen as
an example. Initially, faces, edges and vertices of the part
are named (fig. 3(b)).
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Then, these feature names represent the graph nodes
(fig. 4). Graph edges are mainly dimensional constraints
and annotation dimension (toleranced one). Beside, the
algorithm check for all connected graphs which contain
the studied annotation. Therefore, influenced dimensions
are edges that constitute these graphs. To better
represent these dependencies, coincidence and
perpendicularity constraints are added to the graph as
secondary edges while assigning the priorities. Indeed,
during the search of maximum connected graphs, a path
containing dimensional constraints is favoured over the
one containing coincidence constraints; that is a priority
compared to passing through a perpendicularity
constraint. In the part, there are faces (as F2 and F’2 in
the fig. 3) that derive from the same parent face. Both
sides are regarded as the same node in the graph (node
F2). The dimension D7 is unnecessary in this case, so
they are not represented. Perpendicularity constraints are
not shown since there are connected graphs. Ec1 and
Ec2 nodes are the two edges on which respectively the
two chamfers Chamfer1 and Chamfer2 are applied. Two
connected graphs are found. We deduce that the
dimensions RD1, D1, D4, D6, D5 and D2 are related.
Therefore we have to deduce values of dimensions D1,
D4, D6, D5 and D2 from the tolerance of the annotation
RD1. At this step, if we want to sweep all possible case of
compliant part (or to get one compliant random
configuration), then a simply discretization of the tolerance
th
interval [tlower(j); thigher(j)] of the j driven dimension is
required. Let’s th(j) tolerance value of this driven
dimension. It’s obtained by an h increment in the interval
[tlower(j); thigher(j)] (th(j) is obtained randomly from [tlower(j);
thigher(j)] in the case of random study). Then, the tolerance
th
value Ti to add to nominal value of the i driving
dimension can be obtained by a uniform distribution of
tolerance. Then, Ti is determined by the following
equation:
Ti= λij .th(j)/n
(1)
The integer (n) is the number of driving dimensions for
dimensional annotation. And (λij) is the influence
coefficient between the driving dimension (i) and the
driven dimension (j). It make possible to manage angular
dimensions and takes into account such external and
internal dimensional constraints. It’s defined by the
following relation:
λij= ΔDi/ΔRDj.
(2)
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-3

In fact, in the CAD model, the value ΔDi (ΔDi= 10 Di) is
-3
added to driving dimension Di (the value 10 is chosen
sufficiently small to not change the topology of the part).
Then, when the model is rebuilt, the value of driven
dimension changes automatically to the value (RDj +
ΔRDj).

Chamfer 1

RD1

F5

guided directly by a driving dimension (Case 2 in the fig.
6).
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Fig. 5 (a) MM configuration (b) LM configuration

F2

Connected graph n°2

Fig. 4 Detection of connected graphs

Sweeping different compliant components leads to
sweep all valid assembly configurations. This task can
have the objective to found the worst case of a
mechanism. But if we adopt the assumption that the
assembly worst case is obtained by the combination of
worst case configurations of components, then we just
manipulate the boundaries of tolerance intervals of
dimensional requirements. So, the distribution in the eq. 1
becomes:

Then, the value of this driving dimension (D2) will be
deducted directly from the tolerances of the corresponding
driven annotation (A2); while the tolerances of the second
driven dimension (A1) are distributed on other values of
driven dimensions (D1 and D3) of connected graph. Case
3 in the fig. 6 illustrates the case of three notes in the
same connected graph.
D1

D3
A1

D2

If lij
If lij

ìïThigher(i) = l ij ´ t higher(j) / n
0 Then í
ïîTlower(i) = l ij ´ t lower(j) / n
ìTlower(i) = l ij ´ t higher(j) / n
ï
0 Then í
ïîThigher(i) = l ij ´ t lower(j) / n

Case 1

A2

Case 2

A3

Tlower and Thigher are respectively the lower and the
higher tolerance of driving dimension. Thus, the
application of the uniform distribution on the studied part
in the fig. 3 is illustrated in fig. 5. Two worst case
configurations are deduced from the requirement RD1:
maximum material configuration (M.M. Configuration) and
least material configuration (L.M. Configuration). The two
chamfers and all dimensions that the tolerances were not
yet assigned will have a general tolerancing (NF EN
22768 – ISO 2788).
We was treated only the case where the connected
graph has a single annotation as the Case 1 in fig. 6. We
note that λ11=-1 (influence coefficient between the driving
dimension (D1) and the driven dimension (A1)), λ21=1 and
λ31=-1. In the case of the existence of two requirements
(annotations A1 and A2 in the fig. 6) in a single connected
graph, one of these two dimensions must necessarily be
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Case 3

D1
D2
D3
A1
A2
A3

Nominal
configuration(mm)

M.M. Configuration
in case1(mm)

M.M.Configuration
in case2 (mm)

M.M. Configuration
in case3 (mm)

32
80
23
25±0.3
80±0.2
32±0.1

32.1
79.9
23.1
24.7
-

32.25
80.2
23.25
24.7
80.2
-

32.1
80.2
23.4
24.7
80.2
32.1

Fig. 6 Treatment of several driven dimensions in the
same connected graph

2.2
Model of integration geometric tolerances in
CAD model
The objective of this model is to take into account the
tolerance. This approach depends on the shape of the
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tolerance zone and the tolerance geometric feature [10]
[11]. The assumption of neglect of form defects versus
position and orientation defects is adopted. This modeling
is obtained by processing the tolerance zones in
geometric displacements of the faces. Indeed, tolerances
of
assembly
components
are
translated
into
displacements parameters of the corresponding faces.
This model is based on tolerancing by domains method
[4,12]. The deviation torsor, which is based on the
approach of tolerancing by SDT (small displacement
torsor), defines the degrees of freedom (DOF) of
toleranced element. In the proposed model, setting the
gap between the nominal element and the element with
default is made by analogy to the parameters defined by
the TPD.

2.2.1 Case of a tolerance zone in a parallelepiped
shape (toleranced planar face).
We suppose that a mechanical assembly that includes
a planar face of a component is subjected to a positional
tolerance. The algorithm in fig. 7 comprises the steps of
obtaining all possible configurations of the assembly
taking into account this geometrical requirement. The
application of tolerancing, by the method of domains,
need to define the tolerance zone. In our case, it is a
parallelepiped box. The same algorithm can be used to
obtain randomly one realistic assembly as that happened
after realization.

Vertices obtained by
discretization of the edge
ge

the increment
(i)

Tolerance zone
Toleranced face
(nominal configuration)

Vertex (N1)
of the
nominal face

Fig. 8 Discretization of tolerance zone

The geometric deviation between the two planes
(nominal plane and target plane) is defined by three
parameters: the two angles αi and βi and a distance d (fig.
9). Thus, obtaining a realistic part requires the movement
of the face until the target position. This task is realized
through a rotation by an angle αi around L1 (L1 = [N1N2]),
a rotation by an angle β around L2 (L2 = [N2N3]) and a d
translation (d = N2A2) along the normal to the toleranced
face. Therefore, the realistic part is obtained.
If the hypothesis mentioned previously (worst case
assembly is obtained by combining components in the
worst case) is adopted then targets plane are the six
worst cases defined for a tolerance plan [4]. In fact, we
just simply place the vertices in ends of face edges.

Assembly

Ai1

Toleranced planar face
ace of component èP1

Nominal face

Discretization of tolerance
t
zone
Random positions of three vertices of the
face è P’1

Determining
ing the relative
position of Pi’1 versus P1 è(αi,βi,di)

Determining
ing the relative
position of P’1 versus P1 è(α,β,d)

Rotation of the face by an angle (αi)
relative to (Li1)

Rotation of the face by an angle (α)
relative to (L1)

Rotation of the face by an angle(βi)
relative to (Li2)

Rotation of the face by an angle(β)
relative to (L2)

Translation of the face by a distance (di) along
its normal

Translation of the face by a distance (d) along
its normal

Tolerance zone

βi
N1
L1

Li’2

Ai3
Ai2
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N3

αi L2
N2

Fig. 9 Parameters setting of the deviation between the
nominal and the target face

Fig. 7 Algorithm for sweeping all possible configurations
or obtaining a random configuration in the case of planar
face

For example, a domain [-Tl/2; Tl/2] is deduced from a
position tolerance (Tl). Indeed, the face may have a
position in this field. In other words, each vertex of the
face will have a position distant from a value less than
Tl/2 relative to its nominal position. The nominal face is
defined by three vertices (N1, N2 and N3). So, three
edges of the parallelepiped zone are discretized by an
increment (i) (fig. 8). The value of the increment depends
on desired fineness. Therefore, a target position is
defined by these three new vertices (Ai1, Ai2 and Ai3).

Li’1

d

Positions of three vertices
rtices of
o the face obtained
by incrementing è Pi’1

2.2.2 Case of cylinder axis constrained to position
tolerance
In general, we suppose that an assembly which one
component contains a cylindrical face. The axis of this
face (I1I2) is subjected to a position tolerance (Tp).
Therefore, the tolerance zone is cylindrical. The algorithm
of deducing possible assembly configurations according
to sweeping consistent positions of the axis is illustrated in
fig. 10. Indeed, to scan all possible configurations of the
axis, a discretization of the cylindrical tolerance zone is
necessary. In other words, we must define the two areas
Ω1 and Ω2. These two domains represent possible
positions of the two axis ends. These two vertices are
located on the two planar face of the cylinder (F1 and F2).
Discretization can be achieved by several degrees of
precision.
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1

Nominal assembly
Axis of cylindrical face (of a component) subjected to
tolerance of position Tp
Discretization of two planar faces (F1 and F2) of the cylindrical
zone by the increment (h)
Two domains (Ω1 et Ω2) of eventual positions of the two ends(I1 and
I2) of nominal axis A
J1k (Є Ω1) et J2k(Є Ω2) positions of axis Ak ends
Deduction motion settings (d and θk) of axis: from [I1 I2] to [J1k J1k]
k=k+1

Translation of nominal axis by (d) et rotation by (θk)

The domain can be expanded by adding vertices E g,i and
2
nd
E g,i,, as shown in Fig. 12 (2 order field). A third order
1
2
domain can be defined by adding vertices D g,i and D g,i.
1
1
1
1
2
2
Hence, J k Є Ω1= {E g,i ; B g,i ; D g,i } and J k Є Ω2= {E g,i ;
2
2
B g,i ; D g,i}.
In conclusion, the precision of results (have more possible
configurations), depending on the choice of discretization
degree (choice of domain order).
Thus, the sweeping of possible configurations requires the
movement of the toleranced feature to acceptable
positions. Let (I1) and (I2) the nominal axis ends. P1 (Є Ω1)
and P2 (Є Ω2) are two target positions obtained during the
increment (fig. 13). The distance (d) is equal to I1P1. And
(θ) is the angle.

Possible configuration of cylinder

(E1g,i )
kth possible configuration of assembly

Possible positions
of one axis ends

All possible configurations of consistent
assemblies

Fig. 10 Algorithm to obtain all possible configurations of
valid assemblies: case of a cylindrical tolerance zone.

The first order requires two steps. The first step is to
fragment the two circular contours of the cylinder by an
angle α = 2uπ / N (u = 0 to N). The choice of the number
(N) depends on the fineness of discretization required. Let
1
2
A i and A i (i=1 à N) segments ends obtained by the
1
2
discretization for the two circular contours C and C . The
second step expanded area for more realistic
configurations. Two sets of concentric circles to
1
2
respectively C and C are defined. (j) is the number of
circles added on each face (j = 3 in the case of Fig. 11).
These are circles of radius ((Tp/2)-δ) (with δ factor
1
refinement of this second discretization). So, let C g and
2
C g (g=0 to j) the two total sets located respectively on F1
1
2
and F2. Let B g,i et B g,i (i=1 to N) the ends of the edges
1
2
obtained by discretisation of respectively C g and C g. At
g+1
g+1
this stage, the tolerance axis may be in one of (N .N )
1
2
positions defined by the pairs ((B g,n ; B g,m) with (n=1 to N
1
2
1
1
2
2
and m=1 to N). Thus, J k et J k (J k= B g,n; J k= B g)) are
th
the axis ends of the k configuration. Hence, the two
domains of possible positions of the axis ends are
defined: Ω1 and Ω2 are defined respectivly in F1 and F2.
tolerance zone

2nd order
domain

Possible positions
of one axis ends

(D1g,i )
3rd order
domain

Fig. 11 Discretization of tolerance zone (2nd and 3rd order)

(

)

Thus, a translation P I' ,^ P P by a distance (d) along
1 2
1 2

ሬԦ ( N ሬ
ሬԦ is vector
and a rotation by an angle (θ) around ܰ
product ( P I ' ^ P P ) applied to the nominal axis.
1 2
1 2
That’s leads to move the cylinder to the selected target
position.

C1

I’2

I2

P2

θ
Discretization
on of
the two circular contours

I1P1

Tolerance
zone

A1i

P1
I1

δ
Possible positions of
one axis ends:
Domain Ω1

B13,i

B11,i

Fig.13 Settings of axis motion

Domain 1st
order

Fig. 11 Discretization of tolerance zone (1st order)
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2.2.3 Case of toleranced planar face with
complex contour
We suppose an assembly component including a planar
face with complex contour. This face is subjected to
position tolerance. This face can be modeled by an
oriented bounding box (OBBox) [9, 12]. This oriented
bounding box is a flattened parallelepiped because the
face is planar. The determination of possible assembly
configurations or a random configuration becomes similar
to the classic case of toleranced face (rectangular face).
In other words, the motion settings of the toleranced face
are deducted from its corresponding oriented bounding
box (Fig. 14).
Nominal ass
assembly

Toleranced planar face(with complex
ple contour) of componentèP
Calculation of the oriented boundi
bounding box (OBBox) of the face
P
Detrmination of domains from OBBox: Ar1, Ar2 et Ar3

Discretisation of new domains
Sweeping of possible
Random configuration
configurations
or
Positions of three vertices
on OBBox obtained
by incrementing è Pk’

Random positions of three
vertices on OBBoxè P’

Determining
ng the relative
position of Pk’ versus P
è(αk,βk,dk)

Determining
ng the relative
position of P’ versus P
è(α,β,d)

Rotation of the face around
(L1) by an angle (αk)

Rotation of the face around
(L1) by an angle (α)

Rotation
on of the face
around (L2) by an
angle(βk)

Rotation
on of the face
around (L2) by an
ang
angle(β)

Translation of the face by a
distance (dk) along its
normal

Translation of the face by
a distance (d) along its
normal

Fig.14 (a)Partdrawing.(b)OBBox oftoleranced face.(c)
Tolerance zone.(d)Definition ofAr1,Ar2 etAr3.

2.2.4

The tolerancing of the part in fig. 15 is proposed. To
simulate possible configurations of valid parts, CAD
models, that are admissible by tolerances, are to be
determined. Each tolerance involves a range of models
with defects:

Fig.14 Algorithm for sweeping all possible configurations or
a random one:Case ofplanar face with com plex contour

To illustrate this case, the position tolerance (Tp=0.1mm)
is attributed to part of Fig. 15(a). In a first step, the
oriented bounding box is calculated (Fig. 15(b)). Fig. 15(c)
shows the tolerance zone defined by the position
constraint (the value of the zone width is multiplied by 100
for better viewing). The discretization of the tolerance
zone to determine the face motion settings is a complex
and depends on the shape of its contour. So a new
discretization domain is defined (the rectangular contour
of oriented bounding box extruded by Tp). Then, three
edges of this zone are discretized (Ar1, Ar2 and Ar3 in
Fig. 15(d)). At this stage, the problem becomes similar to
the case of a tolerance zone in the parallelepiped shape.
Thus, the motion parameters (two angles and distance)
can be defined.

June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

Application example

Fig. 15 Part drawing

-

The two dimensional tolerances (TD1=40H8) and
(TD2=80h8)
defined
respective
discretization
domains Ω1 = [0 ; 0.039] and Ω2 = [-0.046 ; 0]. The
coefficient de fineness K=3 is chosen arbitrarily to
scan Ω1 and Ω2. Then, two discretization increments
Ω1 and Ω2 are respectively h1=0.039/k and
h2=0.046/k. Each of the two tolerances allows for four
possible configurations. The fig. 16 (a) illustrates the
rd
3 configuration deduced from TD1 (D1=40.026mm).
The fig. 16 (b) shows the combination of the above
nd
cases with the 2 configuration allowed by TD2
(D2=79.965mm).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 16 (a)3rd configuration perm itted by TD1.(b)2nd
configuration perm itted by TD2.(c) One of
configurations deduced from TL.

The position requirement (TL= 0.5mm) is assigned to
a planar face and it defines a cylindrical tolerance
(Case of toleranced planar face with complex
contour). The toleranced face can be modeled by
oriented
bounding
box
(fig.
16).
Subsequently, the tolerance zone can be modeled by
a parallelepiped. This parallelepiped is defined by
using the projection of the box along the normal of
the datum reference frame (A) in both opposed
directions from a height TL/2. The discretization of
each one of the three edges of the parallelepiped
(the edges with TL dimension) is performed by an
increment hL = 0.5mm/4. Thus, on each one of three
edges, the five target positions of vertices are defined
(Positions: -0.25; -0.125; 0; 0.125 and 0.25). The
sweeping of possible configurations is achieved by
determining the one hundred twenty five (5x5x5)
target configurations. Figure 16 (c) illustrates the
combination of the case of figure 16 (b) with a
configurations allowed by TL. The latter is obtained
by three vertices positions of the face with default (0.25, 0.25; -0.125). Then, the motion parameters of
the face are derived: α=0359°, β = 0089° and
d=0.25mm.

To determine the possible configurations of these
constraints, the tolerance zone defined by TC is
discretized (case of a cylindrical tolerance zone). So we
define two domains (Ω3 and Ω'3) deducted by
discretization of the two planar faces (F and F') of the
cylindrical zone. The discretization is chosen in the first
order (with α= π/3 and δ= 0.4mm/3). We consider that P1
and P2 are two vertices that represent ends of the target
axis. P1 and P2 are localized respectively on F and F'; i.e.
that P1 Є Ω3 and P2 Є Ω’3. However, the perpendicularity
constraint requires that the axis with default must be
between two planes that are distinct of TP and
perpendicular to the datum reference frame (B). Thus,
only the pairs (P1, P2) as the distance (d') between these
two vertices is less than or equal to TP (the distance (d') is
measured parallel to the plane B). When this condition is
satisfied, a rotation by an angle (β) and a translation of a
distance (d) of the nominal axis lead to obtain the target
configuration (similar setting of the case of figure 13). The
configuration of figure 18 is obtained by scanning
configurations allowed by the TC.

Fig. 18 Determination of possible configurations of the axis

Fig. 17 modeling of tolerance zone by OBB

The coaxiality tolerance (TC=0.4mm) means that the axis
of the cylinder (Ø80h8) must be included in cylindrical
zone of Ø0.4 diameter that is coaxial to axis of datum
reference frame (C). This involves the identification of four
degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the toleranced axis: two
translations and two rotations. These are deduced from
the deviation between two orthogonal coordinate systems
assigned to the nominal feature and the non-ideal one.
The perpendicularity tolerance (TP= 0.1mm) is an
orientation requirement assigned to the axis of cylinder
(Ø80h8 diameter). Then, rotations allowed by TC are
implicitly limited by TP.

June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

The configuration satisfies the requirement of
perpendicularity since the distance (d'= 0.066mm) is
inferior to TP. Motion parameters of the axis to obtain the
axis with default are: β = 0.153° and d=0.066mm (fig. 19).
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Fig. 19 Configuration with defects deduced from TC and TP

3 Conclusion
In this paper, a methodology for obtaining realistic
assemblies was presented. These models take into
account the tolerances in the CAD model. Indeed,
besides the possibility of using the approach for an
analysis of tolerances, it is able to integrate tolerances in
an optimization problem. Indeed, configurations deduced
are on CAD models. Furthermore, these models simulate
products with defects obtained after realization. Thus,
determining the impact of tolerances on the constraints
resulting from a finite elements calculation during
assembly phase or during operation is possible.
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